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For Chicago resident Lana Waters, the recent arrival of her first $550 child tax credit check will ease the pinch to her pocketbook when shopping for back-to-school supplies and uniforms this month ...
Child tax credits bring relief to Chicago families, but critics worry some are left out. ‘It doesn’t actually reach many of the most vulnerable.’
Now comes HBO Max’s FBoy Island, with an intriguing premise: Three women are placed on an island with 24 hot guys. Half are self-described fuckboys, half claim to be nice guys, and the women have to ...
Can FBoys Be Reformed? A New HBO Show Asks (And Doesn’t Answer)
"There's no way to overlook this and say it didn't happen. The nonsense about 'these were just peaceful tourists' is completely absurd," Hogan said on "The Takeout." ...
Maryland Governor Larry Hogan doesn't want any GOP "whitewashing" of January 6 riots - "The Takeout"
The WHO warned that the world has the means of ending the pandemic and stressed the need for countries to share vaccine doses.
WHO Doesn't See Pandemic Ending Until At Least Middle of 2022
She has a master’s degree in architecture from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology yet doesn’t want to be an architect. People pay her to design everything from skateboards to clothing, though ...
She has an MIT degree and doesn’t think skateboarding’s a sport. But she plans to win a medal.
But this year the shirtless, glossy Tongan taekwondo athlete has competition from Vanuatu. Plus: What's with the team entrance order?
Olympics opening ceremony memes: Tonga still doesn't give a shirt
In this post, we look at two key questions behind sustainable investing. First, what is meant by sustainable investing (or ESG) and, second, why is it increasingly popular?
Why ‘Doing Good’ With Sustainable Investing Doesn’t Necessarily Mean Doing Well
Former Republican presidential and vice-presidential nominee Bob Dole says that, although he supported Donald Trump's bid for reelection, he doesn't buy the former president's false claims of election ...
Bob Dole Doesn't Believe Trump's Ongoing Lie that Election Was Stolen: 'Not One Bit of Fraud'
Brent Thill, Jefferies senior analyst, joins CNBC's "Squawk on the Street" to break down Snap and Twitter earnings. Snap shares soared more than 19% Friday after a strong second-quarter earnings beat.
Facebook doesn't appear able to disrupt Snap among younger demographic: Analyst
Douglas Ollivant, New America Foundation, joins The News with Shepard Smith to discuss whether Pres. Biden's decision to pull out of Afghanistan was the right one.
Leaving Afghanistan the right move, but that doesn't mean there aren't downsides, says expert
Coming off a 2016 Olympics that was marred by the Russian doping scandal, Olympic and doping officials are striving to keep the Tokyo Games as clean as possible. When the Olympics ...
Covid disrupted drug testing. Athletes hope that doesn’t taint Tokyo Olympics
The pro-Trump attorney is facing potential sanctions for sharing a video of Sidney Powell at the court hearing on Telegram.
Michigan ‘Kraken’ Case: Lin Wood Claims Court Doesn’t Have ‘Authority’ To Punish Him For Sharing Court Hearing Video
Excuse us if you've heard this song before. Facebook Inc. --- under siege from the president and his predecessor, the Federal Trade Commission, a ...
You know who doesn’t hate Facebook? Wall Street
Grimes is sticking up for herself and clarifying some rumors! The 33-year-old Canadian singer shared a TikTok video of herself dancing to her new song “100% tragedy” on Wednesday writing “my label ...
Grimes Wants Everyone To Know Elon Musk Doesn’t Fund Her Career
Silvergate's stock price often moves in line with the direction of bitcoin, but the bank can still produce strong earnings when the price of the cryptocurrency struggles.
Silvergate Capital Can Perform Well Even When the Price of Bitcoin Doesn't
Some spoilers for Ted Lasso season 1 and the first episode of season 2 ahead. The good news: the second season is off to an excellent start, picking up a few months after the crushing loss and ...
Ted Lasso doesn’t need surprise to be good in season 2
Her refusal to live quietly had a big impact – years after she died – on a quietly suffering 20-year-old university student ...
Amy Winehouse doesn’t know it, but her legacy helped save my life
T.J. Dillashaw’s mixed martial arts career. It was on that night in the Barclay’s Center that Dillashaw would attempt to complete a rare double: He was going to try to become just the fifth double ...
T.J. Dillashaw served his time, and doesn't care what fans think
Roughly 1.5 million Puerto Ricans rely on Medicaid for health care. Is Puerto Rico ready for hurricane season? Puerto Rico could lose Medicaid funding in less than two months, putting at risk roughly ...
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